Information Sheet

**Lecturer:** Raymond H. Kwong, Room GB343, 416-978-3121
kwong@control.utoronto.ca

**TAs:**
- Michael Yao, GB302, yupeng.yao@utoronto.ca
- Yaohong Kok, GB302, yaohong.kok@gmail.com

**Lectures:**
- Monday, 9-10, GB119
- Wednesday, 14-15, GB119
- Thursday, 10-11, GB119

**Labs:**
- Section 1, Tuesday, 9-12
- Section 2, Friday, 15-18

Start date for labs will be announced in class.

**Textbook:** No assigned textbook. Course notes will be provided.

**References:** You may find the following two references useful as supplementary reading:


Additional references will also be given wherever appropriate.

**Grading:**
- Labs 15%
- Midterm 30%
- Final Exam 55%